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- WHAT’s A LABEL? -  



Logo can be used
for making object / 
whole internet site



Short description of 
rights / 

licence name 



Or 
just an abbreviation



- WHAT’s A LABEL? -

CC licences

Europeana rights statements



- WHY WE LABEL -  



- WHY we label - gfds

Authors’ / neighbouring rights: 

you are not permitted to any use 

without express rights’ holder’s 

permission

- WHY we label - 



- WHY we label - gfds

The user’s perspective:

- unclear how to use
- hard to find
- unclear how to find author
- getting permission: time and 

costs

… the temptation of illegal use

… or no use at all

- WHY we label - 



https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en/record/2048211/NMA_0060569.html?q=

https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en/record/2048211/NMA_0060569.html?q=


- AFTER we label - 

The user’s perspective:

- unclear how to use  → clear set of permissions/restrictions
- hard to find → easier to access in some platforms 
- unclear how to find author → no need to
- getting permission: time and costs → no need
- the temptation of illegal use → easy to define legal ways of use

- AFTER WE LABEL - 



- AFTER we label - 

GLAM’s perspective:

- some rights are already defined or we’re on the way to do so
- serves the GLAM’s sector’s purposes
- more visible to users
- more legal use of content 
- more user satisfaction

- AFTER WE LABEL - 



- AND WHY WE DON’T -  



DEFINE THE RIGHTS

CHOOSE A LABEL

- TWO STEPS? -

STEP 1

STEP 2



DEFINE THE RIGHTS

- ACTUALLY... -
Is it a work of art?
Is it in our collection?
Was it created in our country?

DEFINING THE OBJECT



DEFINE THE RIGHTS

- ACTUALLY... -
Is it a work of art?
Is it in our collection?
Was it created in our country?

DEFINING THE OBJECT

DEFINING VALIDITY
Is it in public domain?
When was it created?
When  was it published?
How should I canculate the terms?



DEFINE THE RIGHTS

- ACTUALLY... -
Is it a work of art?
Is it in our collection?
Was it created in our country?

DEFINING THE OBJECT

DEFINING VALIDITY
Is it in public domain?
When was it created?
When  was it published?
How should I canculate the terms?

IDENTIFYING RIGHTS HOLDER
Author/s?
Performer/s?
Inheritor/s?
Publisher/s?
Broadcasters/?
Collecting societies?
Assignees?
Someone purchased the 
rights? 
CONTACTS?
Orphan work?
Contract?



CHOOSE A LABEL

- ACTUALLY... -

HOW DO I LABEL?

What do the labels mean?
Can I use any type I want?
What’s the difference between PD and CC?
Should I say something in author’s contract?
How do I physically get the logo/metadata?



Scarce usage of culture 
e. services7%  

POLICY



Study on digital CHO online availability and rights information in Lithuiania. 2016
  

Less than ⅓ of GLAM institutions were 
labelling CHOs

   Only               was being used



- AND THAT’s WHAT 
WE WERE LOOKING 

TO SOLVE -  



https://www.lnb.lt/media/public/documents/Me
todika_ir_rekomendacijos-web-2017-08.pdf 

https://www.lnb.lt/media/pu
blic/documents/Metodika_ir
_rekomendacijos-web-2017
-08.pdf

https://www.lnb.lt/media/public/documents/Metodika_ir_rekomendacijos-web-2017-08.pdf
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https://www.lnb.lt/media/public/documents/Metodika_ir_rekomendacijos-web-2017-08.pdf
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https://www.lnb.lt/media/public/documents/Metodika_ir_rekomendacijos-web-2017-08.pdf
https://www.lnb.lt/media/public/documents/Metodika_ir_rekomendacijos-web-2017-08.pdf


http://cc.lnb.lt/





















User testing
3 Sessions 

Photo: Kyle Hale https://flic.kr/p/fzfiz5



 We shared the news with 
GLAM and creators   



We tried 
to be 

creative  



...very creative  



... more 
creative  



...and even 
more creative  



And we learned to use our 
tool in practise  



THANK YOU!

Jurga Gradauskaitė, iLAW, Lithuania


